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THE INTERACTIVE .MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION i1ETHOD BY ELEMER
E. ROSINGER: A COMPUTER PROG~1 AND ASPECTS OF APPLICATIONS
Streuff, Hartmut and Gruber, Josef
Lehrgebiet Statistik und okonometrie
Fachbereich Wirtschaftswissenschaft
FernUniversitat Hagen
D-5800 Hagen 1, West Germany

Abstract
At least several objectives (goals, targets) are usually involved in
a macroeconomic policy decision problem. In comparison with "standard"
optL~ization techniques MCDM (~ultiple £riteria iecision ~aking) procedures do not need an explicitly specified scalar-valued preference
function.

In an interactive algorithm the decision maker communicates

with the computer. Pieces of information about his local preferences
are supplied by the decision maker in each iteration. An optimal solution of the decision problem is reached in a finite number of iterations.
In this paper Elemer E. Rosinger's algorithm for interactive multiobjective optimization is outlined and its economic aspects are
stressed. This algorithm is rather flexible and sophisticated: It
requires less information from the decision maker than competing algorithms (e.g. those by Geoffrion and Dyer). Also, a brief report is
given on an application of this algorithm to a macroeconometric model
of the Federal Republic of Germany.
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Introduction
Macroeconomic programming - as the problem of determining an optimal
policy by means of an econometric model is called by R. Frisch [ 1957 ] is one of the most important areas where applications of econometric
models are done and . where_ they should be done to a larger extent.
In many applied studies in macroeconomic programming, the so-called
control-theoretical approach has been used

(see e.g. G. Chow [1975]):

The econometric decision model usually consists of a scalar-valued
quadratic preference function and a linear econometric equation
system.
One of the main disadvantages of the control-theoretical approach to
macroeconomic programming is the lack of information on the preferences of the decision maker. This information, however~ is required
for specifying nwnerical values for the paramete~s of the explicit
preference function. For example, missing information on the weighting factors and the desi=ed time paths of - target and instrument variables is most often sim~LY replaced by theoretical asswnptions
about the preferences of the decision maker.
This procedure is rightly criticized by W. Leontief ( 1971 ] : Do not
u se theoretical assuznptions but obserui: the facts,

;

n

t"'I,,.,.. ,..."' c:::e ·

Observe the preferences of the decision maker!
One of the authors

(J. Gruber) was well aware of these disadvantages

o f the control-theoretical approach because of his own research

(J. Gruber [ 1967 ] ). When working on a rough and brief survey of

methods for determining the weighting factors in the preference
function of a linear-quadratic control-theoretical econometric decision model in 1979

(J. Gruber [1 979 ] ) he became acquainted with

some interactive algorithms for multiple-criteria decision making.
~ttending the Conference on Multiple Criteria Decision Making at
Hagen/Ko nigswinter in August of 1979 (G . Fandel, T. Gal ~ 1980 ] ) , he
became aware of rtosinger's algorithm for multi-objective optimization (E . Rosinger [ 1981 ; ) . Knowing also the publications of Walleniu s et al.

(H . Wallenius, J. Wallenius, P. Vartia [ 1978 ] ) and the

problems they had with the algorithm of A.M. Geoffrion [ 1970 ] , he
considered Rosinger's interactive algorithm most promissing. Accordingly, he launched a research project at the University of Hagen
in which rtosinger's interactive algorithm had to be programmed on
the computer and to be applied to the solution of a "realistic"
ma c roeconomic decision problem. In this research project the other
author of this paper

(H. Streuff) assumed responsibility for the

mathematical evaluation of the method and the computer realisation
of Rosinger's algorithm.
In ~his paper the macroeconomic decision problem is presented in
terms of an econometric decision model (section 2), and the classical
appr o ach using an explicit preference function is briefly discussed
(section 3).

The Rosinger algorithm is outlined in section 4,

stressing the' methodology of inserting interactions into the steps
of the Frank-Wolfe--algorithm. The main "interactive elements" used
in Rosinger's method are formulated and explained (section 5).
In the second part of the paper

the economic aspects of the Ro-

s~nger algorithm are stressed (section 6). The great flexibility of
t:he method in comparison with competing algor i thm_s is explained in
det ail. Its consequences for the amount of information that has to be
supplied by the decision maker is shown us:i..ng examples. Finally the
progress of the research work at the University of Hagen using a
realistic econometric model is reported, and an outlook on possible
:urther research programs is given (section 7) . -

2

Th e Policy oroblem in terms of an econometric decision model

In t h is section the elements of a decision model are presented and
s p ecified according to the needs of the economic policy problem.
h e main components of a decision model are:
(C1)

A (convex) set X of alternative activities;

(C2)

f J. :
A set of m (concave) objective functions
.

(CJ)

A cr it erion for the comparison of different alternatives with

x~JR 1 ,

j=1,2, ... ,m;

respect to their effects on the objectives.
The fundamental decision problem can now be formulated as follows:
(P1)

Find an element= EX which yields optimal values of the objective functions fj'

j=1,2, ... ,m. The term "optimal" is meant with

respect to the optimality cr i terion (CJ}.
It is easy to see that the specification of a suitable optimality criterion is the most impor t ant and, moreover, the most difficult part
withi n applied studies. Subjective and intuitive aspects are involved
in the decision maker's preference structure that is reflected in this
criterion. Sections 3 and 4 mainly deal with this problem.
At first the other two elements of the decision model,

(C 1), the set of

alternative act ivi ties, and (C2), the set of objective functions, will
be formalized.
Con sider the (dynamic) equation system of a linear econometric model
(reduced form) :
(2 • 1)

where
Yt = (y 1 ,t' •. • ,YG,t)' denotes the vector of endogenous variables i1.
period t,
wt = (w 1 ,t' ... ,wR,t ) ' the vector of instrument variables in period t,
i.e. those exogenous variabl e s which can completely be controlled
by the decision maker,
zt = ( z 1 ,t, ... ,z~,t)' the vector of "other" exogenous variables (data
variables) in period t.
A, B and C denote estimates of the corresponding coefficient matrices,
and t represents the time index.

Note that the model is assumed to be deterministic and that its dyna.

mic structure is represented by a first order t~~e lag of the endogenous variables only. In case of a higher order lag or of lagged inSLrurnent variables appearing on the right hand side of

(2.1) the Chow-

t ransformation may be used to obtain a form like (2.1).
Combining the vectors Yt_ , wt, and zt to form a (G+R+N ) -dimensional
1
v e ctor xt and the matrices A, B, and Cina Gx( G+R+N)-matrix IT , (2.1)
can be rev.rritten as

I

2•2)

The policy problem (i.e. the macroeconometric decision pr~bla~) is now:
(P 2)

For given values of the data variables zt, a set of values of
the instrument variables~~._ has to be found which leads to optimal values of the target variables which are contained in the
vector y.L of endogenous variables, say
Y1,t' Y2,t'···,Ym,t (m ~ G).

Adding an identity of the form y m+kt=
w~.:<, t' 1 ~ k ~ R, to (2.2), the
,
k-th instrument variable may also be used as a target variable.
The question now is: How to transform the problem (P2) into the form
of
f

(P1), i.e. how to specify the set X and the objective functions
= (f,, ... ,fm)''?

SeL of alternative activities:
Following Wallenius' approach (H. and J. Wallenius, P. Vartia [ 1978 1)
intervals (policy constraints) for the instrument variables are defined:

'
~+k ~ wk,t ~ xG+k'

k=1,2, ... ,R.

To allow the description of X as a cartesian product of intervals,
deg enerated intervals

( i.e. fixed values) are specified for the lagged

endogenous variables and for the data. variables:
k=1,2, ... ,G,G+R+1, ... ,G+R+N.
Thus we have:

( 2. 3)

X =

G+R+N
IT
k=1

- 1J •
,r~k, xk

X obviously is a compact convex set.
Se t of objec~ive functions:
Due to the probla~ formulation in (P2) the objective functions are
given by
( 2 • 4)

where rr j denotes the j-th row of

rr.

This means that those linear equa-

~ions of the econometric model which define the target variables are
just the objective functions. These functions are obviously concave
and differentiable.
Formalizing the optimality criterion (CJ) by maximizing the vector
v alued function f , (P2) becomes:
(P3)

max f(x)

= .I

.

x f X
Note that "max" can easily be replaced by "min", if the problem structure requires it. The time index t of the vector x has been omitted
(as it will be done throughout the next three sections).
3

The explicit preference function ("classical approach")

Obv iously the vector-maximum-problem given in (P3) c~nnot be solved in
a "straightforward" manner because conflicting gbals are contained in
the vector f. Thus auxiliary constructions are to be used to transform
(P3) into a mathematically suitable form.
The

est often applied method is that of specifying an explicit prefe rence function o n the set f (X), i.e. U: f(X) - +JR 1 . Solving (P3) then

means to find a solution of
( 3• 1)

max U ( f (.;:) )
=EX

=

!

.

U is called explicit because its mathematical form has to be specified

in detail, e.g.:
U(j(x))

=

m

[.

-

.\. r . (x)

j =1 J

2

,

J

wi~~ real weighting factors ;\_ . , j=1,2, ..• ,m.
J

Given U (and assuming that U fulfils certain mathematical regularity
conditions) the Frank-Wolfe algorithm may be used to solve (3.1).
Sch eme of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm

o, I~itialisation:

Steo

Specify a starting point x

0

EX and set s = O (s:

nu..rr1ber of iterations).

Steo 1, Direction c roblem :

-s

Find

:':

( 3 . 2)

c X as the solution of
max
xEX

2 U (f

(x

=

X

s

) )

X

=

Step 2, Step-length problem:
Find t~ E [ 0,1 ]
( 3 • 3)

as the solution of

max
U lf (x s + t (x :~ - x s ) ) ) = ! .
tE [ 0,1 ]

Step 3:
Set
x s+ 1 = .:; s +

t! (x:

- x s) ,

s:= s+1,

and return to step 1.

'

No~e that the above description of the Frank -Wo lfe algorithm is not
complete: No termination criterion, e . g.
E

>

·
ll•x s - ;;: s+1 II<

E

for a given

o, has been specified.

It is well known that the gradient evaluated a~ a certain point gives
the dire ction of steepest ascent at that point. Thus

(step

1)

solving

( 3.2 ) means to find out into which direction (within the set X) one
has to move to follow the direction of steepest ascent (in terms of U).
In the next step (step 2) the solution of

(3 .3) answers the question

how far to go in the direction of steepest ascent, to get the highest
amGunt of growth in terms of the preference function U. This point is

then (step 3) taken as the starting point for the next iteration.
There are some objections to the approach using an explicit preference
function:
Is the politically responsible person (decision maker) really able
(and willing) to reveal his preference structure in full details
so that it can be "pressed" into the form of an overall preference
f unction?
Is it reasonable .to specify an a priori preference function disregarding that the preferences might depend on the evolution of the
optimization process?
How can weighting factors

(i.e. trade-offs) be specified for the

target va riables without profound knowledge about their reactions
to the choice of different values of the instrument variables?
Should the decision maker not have the chance to use also intuitive
aspects? That means: Should the decision maker not be allowed to
pay attention to certain aspects in his decision which are not reflected in the equations of the econometric model?
Mu ltiple-criteria-decision-making-procedures may help here; see Ch.
Carlsson [ 1979 ] . In some of these MCDM methods the concept of an implicit preference function is used. This means that the decision maker's preference structure may be formulated in terms of a preference
fu nction, but this preference function needs not to be specified numerically. Instead, local linear approximations of this preference function are calculated using information that is given by the decision
maker. This (piecewise) information is gained in a man-machine interaction: The decision maker controls the step by step optimizing procedure and steers it to his optimal solution. Thus MCDM~procedures satisfy the requirements which R. Frisch [ 1957 ] for~ulated as follows:
" I have more and more come to believe that an effective method of organizing the cooperation that is needed between the political authorities and the analytical technicians for an effective determination
of the preference function is one of the most ~~portant aspects if not
the most important aspect of macroecono mic programming."
4

Insert i ng interactions into the Frank-Wolfe algorithm

Following the concept of an implicit preference function means to
avo id U-terrns in the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. The corresponding terms
(see equations (3.2) and (3.3)) have to be replaced by suitable approximations.

4.1

The d irection oroblem

At first (3.2 ) is equi v alentl y rewritten using a calculation rule for the
g radi e nt:
m

~ ( a:r~u. x7 fJ. (.;;=xs))
J

max

(4 . 1)

x

~

X

x =

L.

j =1

Th e idea is to form ( in each iteration) a local linear approximation
t o U by setting

au
j

f '

J

j= 1 ,2, . .. ,m.

The coefficients a~.. J. ( j=1, 2 , ... ,m) can be interpreted as trade-offs
b etween the objectives; see A.M. Geoffrion, J.S. Dyer, A. Feinberg
~1 3 72 ] . In Geoffrion's algorithm (A.M. Geoffrion [ 1970 ] ) they have to
be supplied by the decision maker dir ectly. Rosinger uses a different
a pproach; it will be described in section 5 in detail.
Fo r a g i ven suitable approximation vector a ~.•. = (a~ , ... ,a~ ) ', the
·- 1
,-m
d ir ection problem ( 3.2) reduces to a linear programming problem:
m

max
~ a~ . I/ f . (x
x E X j=1 "] x
J

( 4 • 2)

=

X

s

)

X

=

~o te that only the direction of the v ector a ~ (reflecting the decision
~a k er's opinion on the direction of steepest ascent at the current
point ) is of interest. Thus
4 .2

s

a:':

may be normed arbitrarily.

The step-length problem

The step-length problem is treated by Rosinger exact l y in the same ~ay
Geoffrion proposes: Graphs of the functions f . , j=1,2, •.. ,m, along the
J
co nv ex combination

(wh ere

x!

denotes the solution of ( 4. 2 )) for O :5 t :5 1 are presented to

the decision maker. He then chooses the op t imal "compromise solution"
t; of

( 3.3 ) directly.

Th is approach to solving the step-length problem gives t he decision

maker the chance to see how the v alues of the objectives are developing on the way from the current point in the direction of steepest
ascent. Thus the v alue of the scalar t~ that - from a purely theoretical point of view - seems to be rather "hand made" will certainly
reflect the decision maker's preferences quite well.
5

Inquiry-pattern and PS-answer

To complete the outline of Rosinger's interactive procedure this
section gives an answer to the question how a suitable approximation

a ~ needed in (4.2) can be calculated.
The inquiry-9attern P 5

5.1

In the s-th iteration, the decision maker at first is asked to form p
s
s
s
gro ups of objectives, say J , J , ••• ,Jps· The superscripts denotes
1
2
that the groups and their number may be altered in each iteration. The
groups are specified such that the decision maker is able and willing
to supply trade-offs for the objectives within each group.
Denoting each objective by its index j,

1

s

j

s

m, the formation of

groups of objectives can be formalized by specifying the

(psxm)-matrix

Ps with the elements:

(5 • 1)

p s. . =
l.'

J

if j E J~

l.

if j ~ J~

l.

Thus the colwnns of Ps correspond to the objectives, and the rows repr e sent the groups of objectives. The matrix Psis called inouirvpa tt ern.
The inquiry-pattern has to fulfil two conditions:

'

( 5. 2)

Each row of PS must contain at least two elements equal to 1 •

( 5 • 3)

The set Mps of active objectives must be PS-connected.

,_

Ad

( 5. 2) :

Condition (5.2) reflects the fact that each grou~ J1,

1

s i

$

ps, must

s~r.tair. at least two elements. This requirement is reasonable because
(see section 5.2)

in the next step the decision maker has to specify

trade-offs between the objectives within each group.

Ad ( 5. 3) :

An objective j is said to be active if it is contained in at least one
group J~,

i.e. if P~

.l

A set

.l,

.

J

=

1 for at least one i,

1 ~ i

~ ps .

(subset) M of objectives is said to be PS-connected if there

exi sts no disjunct partition (L ,L ) of M such that for each i,
1 2
.
s
1

~

.l

~

p :

or
Consider .the following example with six objectives: M = { 1,2,3,4,S,6 ; ,
and the inquiry-pattern
2

3

4

5

6

u 1

1

1

1

0

0

0

J

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

'1

"-

Mis

no t P 5 -connected because L

1

= { 1,2,3} and L

2 = { 4,5,6 }

form a partition with
J
J

1
2

JJ

n M c L ,
1

n M c

L ,
2

n

L .
1

M C

Adding the group of objectives J

= {3,4 } to the inquiry-pattern abov e
4
obviously yields the PS-connectedness.

~ote that (5 .2) is a condition for the inquiry-pattern (and not for the
sets of objectives or active objectives, respectively).
\.

5.2

The Ps-answer Ds

As mentioned above,

in the next step the decision . maker specifies

trade-offs between the ~bjectives within each group. This means that
he reveals his opinion on the direction of steepest ascent by specif y ing the vectors
/ r,s

1 •i::: ,s ,

, - . · 1J -- - J,
l.,J
l.

such that the direction of d ~ approximates the direction of the corres1.

ponding subvector

1
(~ ~ -( :z:

=:z:s) : jE J~)

J

as precisely as possible.
s
The specification of d ~ can also be formalized by using the (p xm)s
mat~ix Os defined by os = ( D . ' ) 'Ni th
l.' J

- JSi'
. if J. :::

d~

( 5. 4)

s

D.

.

l.' J

=

l.' J

{ 0

i=1,2, ... ,ps,

if j ;t J~,

j=1,2, ... ,m.

Th e matrix D5 is called PS-answer. It has to fulfil certair. conditions:
s

(5. 5 )

p s. .
l. ' J

( 5. 6)

's iiE { 1,2, .•• ,ps } : 3 j E {1,2, ... ,m } : D~ . 'I: O;

(s . 7)

Ds must be PS-consistent.

=

0

+

D.

.

l.,J

=

0;

l.'

The conditions (5.5) and (5.6) are reas9nable:

J

just means that

(5.5)

the vectors d~l. are filled up with zero-elements to form the rows. of D5
( 5.6) says that Ds must not contain zero-rows. Such a row would con-

tain no informat~on about the decision maker's preferences and thus
would be redundant.
A more difficult condition is

(5.7). It will be explained in more de-

tail - from the mathematical as well as from the economic point of
vi ew - in section 6.4.

'
5.3

The quadratic optimization problem

After the decision maker has revealed his local preference structure
by specifying inquiry-pattern and P-answer t~e direction problem can
be solved:
first an approximation a:~s for the gradient is calculated a s the solution of

Jl. t

( 5. 8)

p~
L..

i=1

s

:!

i

m

~ (µ(a )l.. PS
. 1
- i'
J=

.J-i

a . J

D~ . )
l.' J

2

•

where
s

a.

>

l.

s

~

i=1,2, ... ,ps,

0,

=

CL.

/.......

l.

i=1

1 ,

m

-~ s
D . . a.
j= 1 l.,J J
L.

m
-~
L.

s
P.

m
~
s.
L.,.P

if

. a 2-1-0
. r,

j=1 l.,J J

2
.a .

j=1 l.,J J

1

i=1,2, ... ,ps.

otherwise,

The factors a~). are used to weight an additional group of objectives
- that has to be specified to make the inquiry-pattern PS-connected le ss than the other groups o f objectives.
The set A s consists of those m-d.imensiona l real vectors a for which
0
the f ollowin g three conditions hold:

11

a

s

=

II

1 ,

j=1,2, ...

. a . 2: O,

D.

l.,J J

a . :f O
J

~

3 i,

The function in (5.8)

1

,m,

s
s
p : D. . F
l.,J

that is to be minimized is continuous on the

compact set A s. Thus a unique solution
0
standard minimizing procedures.
The vector

(5. 9)

a; now

max
x E X

is used in (4.2)

m
~ a*j
S
L..

j =1

o.

xg f j(: = XS)

s

a:':

can be calculated using

to solve the direction problem:

==

(5 .9 ) and (5 .8) together with the step-length approach described in
section 4.2 represent the main features of Rosinger's algorithm.
In the next sections an idea about the

economi◊

aspects of the algo-

rithm and its applications to practical decision probla~s is given.

14
6

Economicallv Lrnportant aspects of Ro singer's interactive algorithm

6. 1

The gradient to be approximated

As outlined in sectio ns 3 and 4.1, t h e direction problem can be solved
when the gradient

7
.,.

U(f(x = xs)) is available .

~

In o rder to be able to work out clearly the advantages of Rosinger's
int eractiv e algorithm with respect to applications (information requirements, flexibility etc.), th e meaning of this grad ient in an econometric decision model is described at first.
In th e gradient

7

U (f(x = x s ) ) (see ( 3.2)), the vector-valued function

~

: appears. This function consists of them objective f unctions giv en
in ( 2.4). They are identica l with the corresponding reduced form equatio ns of the econometric model:
f 1 ( =t)
(6 . 1)

f(x t)

=

Yt

=

IT X +'-

=

IT 1 xt

y 1, t

=

fj (xt)

J '

f m ( =t)

IT . ..,.

=

y. t

J-t

rrmxt

Ym,t

Provided that the scalar-va l ued preference f unction U is well-behaved
its gradient with respect to the (G+R+N)-vector xt' evaluated at
xt = x~, is obtained by means of the chain rule:

( 6 . 2)

..,.7

-t

U(f(xt =

t) ) =
3f

----

'v-"

1

(G+R+N)

X

---

af (xt)

3U

s
X

s
axt !xt = =t

(xt)

--

--

1

X

..,

a s , irr

=:

--

'

m X (G+R+N) -

m

with them-vector

-i 6 . 3 )

=

S
(a S , ••• ,a S. , ... ,a)

1

J

,-

I•-

m

au

(--,

af

1

•

•

•

I

au
af J.

I

•

.

• • I

.2.Q) • ~·:
af
m

and with the m x (G+ R+N)-matrix iI consisting of those m rows of the
reduced-form coefficient matrix IT
obje ctives f . , j=1, ... ,m.

( see ( 2.2)) which correspond to the

J

:':

T~roug hout this section, th e part i al deri v ativ es are alwa ys meant to
be eval uated at xt = x~.

J.

Therefore, the k-th element of the gradient in (6.2)
the transpose of them-vector a
m

...,

( 6 . 4)

2.....

5

is the product of

and the k-th colwnn of :t , i.e.

s
a. IT. k

j =1 J J

a~d f o r k holds: k=1, ... , (G+R+N).
Since IT is given as a part of the econometric model, the gradient that
is needed for solving the direction problem 0 y linear programming

(see

( 3.2) and ( 4.2)) can be easily computed if the vector as in (6.3) or
an approximation of it is given. In multiple criteria decision making
the vector a s in ( 6.3) cannot be obtained by simple partial differentiation of U in each iteration, as is asswned in classical optimization. Instead, a s needs to be approximated in each iteration. Let us
d enote an approximation of a

s

by

a S,': = ( a S.': 1 , . • . , a Si: j , . . . , a S,':m )

( 6. 5)

t

s

Fo llowing the literature, three interpretations of a* can be distinguished.
Interpretation I:
The j-th element a%j of a~ in (6.5)

is simply an approximation of

3U/3 f . , the partial derivative of the unknown scalar-valued preference
J

func tion U with respect to the j-th objective, evaluated at the point
s
.:::t = xt:

( 6. 6)

a.,sI
.. apr
"J

j=1, ... ,m.

---

The symbol "E

apr E "denotes that the expression E

1 ---

2

1

is an

tion of the expression E 2 ; here: a;~ is an approximation of
Acco rd ing to this interpretation, a~.. J. approximates
the "tangent" to
th e "utility hill" in the direction of the j-t1?, objective (exactly: the
corresponding direction of the tangent hyperplane to U) at the point

Interpretation II:
On e objective, say £ 1 , is taken as the reference objective and the
sI
sI
ele.rnents of a,': are scaled by a.,: :
1

SI
sII = __,,;_ apr
a :':j
sI
a :':-;

( 6. 7)

s

= xt) = -

SY 1, t

( j=2, ••• ,rn ) .

6YJ· I t

a:'q

The last equality results from the total differential. The last term
in (6.7) shows most clearly that a~~I is the trade-off of the reference objective y ,t = f (xt) for an incremental unit of t he j-th objec1
1
tive Yj,t = fj (~t). This expression is difficult to work with.
Interoreta t ion III:
Th i s disadvantage of

( 6.7 ) is avoided if the inverse va l ue of the

t rade-off in ( 6.7) is used:
lQ_

a sIII
.,. .
=

( 6 • 8)

"J

asI
*1

a.,sI
..
"J

apr

---

af 1
lQ_
af .

(xt

=

s
=t)

=

6Yj,t

(j=2, ••• ,m).

6Y1, t

J

Here, the j-th element of a ~ . in ( 6.5) is the trade-off of the j-th
o b jective y . t = f . (xt) for the reference objective y 1 ,t = f 1 (x~) at
J'
s J
t he point =t = xt: How much of Yj,t is the decision mak er ceteris
paribus willing to sacrifice for an additional unit of the reference
ob ject i ve y 1 t?
I
•
In the following sections, the superscripts I, II and III will be
om itted.
6 .2

Major difference between the Geoffrion algo~ithm and the Rosinger
algorithm
'-

In Geoffrion's interactive algorithm the d e cision maker is assumed to
be able and willing to supply in each iteration the complete vector
s

a:':

( see

( 6. 5) ) . This may be an unrealistic ass~ption for at least two

reasons:
a ) It may be difficul ~ for the decision maker to state the trade-offs
between all but one objectives and one (and only one!) reference objective. Usually, the probla~s increase with the heterogeneity (and the
n umber m) o f the ob j ectiv es.

b) The trade-offs need to :Ce given in a "consistent" manner.
In Rosinger's algorithm, the decision maker has to supply neither the complete vector

a:

nor subvectors of it directly. Instead,

the decision maker in each iteration supplies only information on the
direction of subvectors of a s .
Each subvector corresponds to a group of objectives. Such a group
consists of at least two objectives; one of these objectives in each
group is taken as the reference objective. Therefore, in Rosinger's
algorithm there are as many reference objectives as the decision maker
likes to form groups of objectives. Each group of objectives contains
those objectives for which the decision maker is able and willing to
state trade-offs according to the above-mentioned interpretations I,
II

or III.

Comparisons are to be most easily made if interpretation I is chosen
and if each group consists of only two objectives: The decision maker
is only asked to state in each iteration whether an additional unit of
an objective increases or decreases his utility. Furthermore, he is
asked whether it increases or decreases his utility more than a marginal unit of the other objectives in the same group of objective.s. Thus,
in each group of n objectives, information on the direction of an n-dimensional subvector is collected, with 2

~

n

~

m.

The information on the direction of subvectors supplied by the decision maker in each iteration is taken as an input in Rosinger's algorithm for a quadratic optimization problem (see equation (5.8)). By
solving this optimization problem, the computer calculates in the s-th
iteration a v~ctor a~ which approximates the unknown vector as. In this
way, contradictory information given by the decision maker is recon-

' point.
ciled. Some examples given below will illustrate this
6.3

Great flexibility of the decision maker in forming the inquirypattern Ps

The authors of this paper are convinced that Rosinger's algorithm for
multiple criteria decision making provides the required flexibility for
stating information on the decision maker's preferences. What flexibility means is illustrated by means of examples.
In an economic policy problem, let there be in the t-th period three
target variables:
Yt gross national product, GNP

11

A

t

number of persons a~ployed

Pt pr ice level,
and two instrument variables:
Gt government expenditures
Rt the interest rate,
which are to be treated as objectives in the same way as the target
variables. Let the planning horizon consist of three periods: t= 1, 2,
3. Then the set of objectives will contain m = 15 elements. They are
shown in the head-row of table 1.
Example 1 of an inauiry-pattern
Row 1 of table 1 r€sults when the decision maker is willing and able
to ::ompare the marginal "utility" of the five objec t ives in period 1
which form group 1. Similarly, .rows 2 and 3 refer to the objectives
in periods 2 and 3. In each of these three ;roups, no intertemporal
comparisons are required.
Table 1: Example 1 of inquiry-patter.n Ps

Group

y1

A1

p1

G1

R1

y2

A2

p2

G2

R2

Y3

A3

P3

G3

R3

Group 1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Group 2

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Group 3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

Group 4

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Group 5

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

Group 6

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

If the decision maker tried to form the inquiry-pattern P

s

only from

these three rows he would be asked by the computer to specify at least
one additional row (i.e. group) such that PS-connectedness is reached.
Row 4 serves as an example of such an additional' group. It states that
intertemporal comparisons are to be made for objective Yt (GNP) in three
periods.
The Rosinger algorithm is flexible enough to allow the decision maker
to state his preferences on additional groups of objectives. For example, the decision maker may want to compare in one group At (number of

persons employed) and Gt (~ ~ vernrnent expenditures) for all three
periods. In this case, group S of table 1 will result. Also, group 6
is appropriate if the decision maker desires to compare in one group Yt
At and Gt for all t.
Examole 2 of an inquirv-pattern
Table 2 shows an inquiry-pattern Ps which results when the decision
maker is willing and able to make, first of all, intertemporal comparisons: In each of the groups 1 to 5 of this inquiry-pattern, comparisons of one objective in three periods are called for. In order to reac
5

P -connectedness of the inquiry-pattern, at least one additional group
has to be spec ifi ed, for example group 6 which requires comparisons of
the five objectives in period 1.
Table 2: Example 2 of inquiry-pattern Ps

Group

y1

A1

p1

G1

R1

y2

A2

p2

G2

R2

Group 1

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Group 2

0

.1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Group 3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

Group 4

0

0

0

◄

0

0

0

0

Group 5

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

Group 6

1

1

1

1

0

0

Group 6 I

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

A3

p3

G3

R3

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Y3

Group 7

0

Group 8
Group 9

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

'

Again, additional groups of objectives may ._be formed and added to the
grvups 1 to 6 of this inquiry-pattern . .
The preference statements are easiest to make if each group of objectives consists of only two elements, one of which is taken as the reference obj ective. I~ ~ach g~oup of two objectives, a different reference
objective may be chosen. For example, in group 6 of table 2 the marginal utilities of five objectives are to be compared, with one of these
f ive objectives taken as the reference objective.

(The same holds for

groups 1, 2 and 3 of example 1.) Preference statements in groups of this

size may be rather difficult to make. Instead of group 6 of table 2,
several groups can be added, for example the groups 6', 7, 8 and 9 of
table 2.
These two examples of the inquiry-pattern Ps illustrate the flexibility
o f the decision maker in Rosinger's algorithm to state his preferences
in any iteration. Flexibility also means that different in~uiry-patterni
can be formed in different iterations, e.g. that of example 1 in one
iteration and that of example 2 in another iteration. The decision maker is free to choose any inquiry-pattern Ps, provided that 1st each row
of P s contains

:1 t

1 east two 1-elements and fld PS-connectedness holds.

These t~o conditions do make sense and can easily be fulfilled in applications.
6.4

Great flexibility of the decision maker in forming the PS-answer Os

The PS-answer Ds, which h as to be specified in e ach iteration of Rosinger's algorithm, has the same basic structure as the inquiry-pattern Ps
(see section 5.2): Both matrices are of equal size. If the element P~ .
s
s
i,J
of Ps is zero, then the corresponding element D. . of D also is zero
i,J
(see (5.5)). This means that the decision maker has not to supply
a n y information on his local preferences for this objective
to the fact that he did not want to do so,
S

ments of D

setting P~ . =

which correspond to nonzero elements of P

Sl,J

according

o.

The ele-

have to be sta-

ted by the decision maker according to the following rule:
For the i-th group of objectives state a vector~ (which consists of
a s many elements as there are objectives in this group) such that the
direction of d~i approximates as closely as possib l e the direction of
the corresponding unknown subv ector of as in (6.3)

(see section 6.1).

The application of this rule is illustrated by means of example 1 of
the in quiry-pattern Ps in table 1. One version of the corresponding
PS-answer Ds is given in table 3.
Group 1 (for which i=1 l of example 1 consists of the five objectives Y ,
1
rl , P , G and R . The unknown subvector of as in ( 6.3) that belongs to
1
1
1
1
this group is
( 6 • 9)

s
a..,,
.J

a_S)
:>

I

= (ilL,

aY 1

-

12......~ au
aA 1

.

The corresponding vector d~, the direction of which should approximate
as closely as possible the direction of the unknown vector a~, is

( 6.10)

c,.;.

1 =

s
s
s
s
ds
) ,
(d1,1' d 1 , 2' d1,3' d 1 , 4'
1, 5

apr

(JQ...·,

au

---

3Y

3A

1

1

au

l!L

3P l

3G

1

1!:!.._.) ' •

aR1

Table 3 : One version of a PS-answer Ds for example 1 of the inquirypattern

Group
Group
Group
Group
Sroup
Group
Group

yl

Al

Pl

Gl

1

2

2 0
3 0

0

-1
0
0

l

0

0
1
2

1
5 0

4
6

2

Yz

Az

Pz

Gz

-0.5 -0.1
0
0
0
0

0
1

0

0

-1
0

0

0

0

1

2
0
0

0

0
-0.5 -0.1
0
0
0
0

0

-0.5 0
0
-1

0

1.5

0

-1

2

2

0

-1

0

Rl

0

R2

Y3

A3

P3

G3

0

0

0

0
0

1
1

2
0

-1

0
0
0
0
-0.5 -0.

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

-1

0

0

2

2

0

-2

0

0

0

R3

S i nce it is only the direction of ds1 that matters, it does not make a
difference whether the vector
as shown in (6.10) or any one of the

~

other two versions of it is used.

(See interpretations I, II and III in

section 6 • 1 ) .
As for group 1 of example 1, let us assume that the decision maker has
stated the following local preferences, given the local point xt

=

s

xt

in the s-th iteration:
An additional unit of Y

, U/; Y1

>

1

(GNP)

increases his utility,

i.e.

O. Let us take Y as the reference objective in group 1.
1

Then we are free to assign d~,l apr
--example d s
= 1.
111

au/aY 1

any positive value, for

(number of persons employed) increases, in
1
the opinion of the decision maker, his utility ceteris paribu s twice

An incremental unit of A

as much as an additional unit of Y . In .this case we have
1
s
d 112 = 2 !~~ au/ aA1 .

A marginal increase in P 1 (price level) diminishes the utility by
the same amount as an additional unit of Y increases it. Now we
1
l-.
;.av
e c.• s ,
1 3 = -1 apr

au/ aP 1 •

A marginal unit of G 1 (government spending) decreases the utility of
the decision maker cet eris paribus about half as much as an additional unit for Y1 increases it. This preference statement of the
s
decision maker leads o d
= -0.5 apr au/a G .
1
114

---

An incremental increase of R 1 (interest rate) is supposed to decrease the decision maker's utility about 0.1 times as much as an
additional unit of Y
d

s

,
= -0 . 1 a pr
1 5

---

au/

2

increases it. Here we have

1
aR 1 •

Collecting the values assumed in this hypothetical example, the following specific vector d~ in ( 6.10) is obtained:

(6.11)

,s =
1

cl

(1,

2 , -1 , -0 • 5 ,

-o . 1 )

'

This vector can be seen in row 1 of table 3.
For e ach group of objectives formed by the decision maker when stating
·
p 5 , sue h a vector~.s- ( 1.=
· 1 , ... ,p 5 ) is
.
. d
t h e inquiry-pattern
speci. f 1.e.
1.

In our hypothetical example 1 let the result of interviewing the decision maker for his local preferences in the s-th iteration be the
PS-answer Os in table 3.
This table needs some further explanation. The non-zero figures of
groups 1, 2 and 3 reflect that the decision maker has expressed the
same preferences for periods 1, 2 and 3. This, of course, needs not be
so. For example, if period 3 is an election period, the policy maker
c o uld in this period have given ceteris paribus much more "weight" to
the growth of employment and to the stability of the price level than

as3

in 9eriods 1 and 2. In this case the corresponding vector
s
be d = ( 1 , 4 , - 2 , -0. 5 , -o. 1 ) ' .
3

could e.g.

Group 4.calls for intertemporal comparisons. If the decision maker's
preferences are constant in time, the vector a: contains three elements
of the same size, e.g.

a!=

(1, 1, 1)' apr

(au/aY 1 , au/aY 2 , au/aY 3 )'

(as shown in table 3). The values of th~s~ elements c6incide with the va
lues of the corresponding first element of d~, a; · and

a;.

But this

equality of nonzero elements in any column , ?£ Os is not required by
Rosinger's algorithm. Instead, the decision maker may "contrad'ct" himself up to a certain extent. For example,

a!

could be

in case of preferences which are constant in ti.me and

a:=
d!

(2,

2,

2)'

= (2,

2,

5)'

in case of special emphasis on the growth of Y (GNP in period 3).
3
A look at table 3 reveals that the 6 columns headed by Pt and Rt'
t=1,2,3, contain only one non-zero element; in these columns there can
be no contradictory statements on the local preferences of tha decision
maker. But all other columns of the PS-answer Os in table 3 contain

2
three non-zero elements: Not all non-zero elements of one column are
of the same magnitude, and this is permitted by Rosinger's algorithm.
But all non-zero ela~ents of one column are of the same sign, as required by Rosinger's algorithm.
T~is means that the decision maker's state~ents on his local preferences ( i.e. ~n the effect of a marginal unit of an objective on his u tility at the point xt = x~)

in different groups of objectives may b e

contradictory as far as the magnitude of the non-zero entries in any
column is concerned. But these contradictions may not go so far that
the non-zero entries in any column of os are of different - sign.
The exact mathematical condition for PS-consistency of the PS-answer Ds
i s:
s
D ..

( 6.12)

l.,

J

I:

0

!\

OS

- 1

s

•

K, J

= 1 -. D .

s

l.'

. Dk .
J
,J

>

0

for 1 :s; i,k :5 p s ,

1 :s; j

:s; m.

For further details see H. Streu££ [ 1983].'
Contradictory preference statements of the type outlined so far are
reconciled ~y quadratic optimization (see section 5.3). Herein the
vectors d~, i=1, ... ,ps, are taken as an input. Its output is the vector
l.

a~ in

(6.5) which approximates the unknown vector a~ in (6.3). With a 5

in the gradient (6.2) replaced by

a;,

the direction problem of the s-th

iteration can be solved.
We now very briefly addr e ss the following questions: What are the consequences of preference statements such that the direction of d~

l.

(i=1, ... ,ps) is a poor approximation of the directio~ of the corresponding subvectors of as in (6.3)?

What are the consequences if the

solution vector a~ in (6.5) of the quadrat~c optimization probla~ is
also a "less than ideal" approximation of as in (6.3)?
No general and definite answers to these questi9ns tan be given. It is
reasonable to suppose that the quality of the approximation of as
affects the number of iterations required for solving the multiplecriteria decision problem: The better as is approximated by a~, the
smaller is ceteris paribus the number of iterations needed for obtaining the optimal solution.

If the structure of the decision problem is such that the decision
maker feels uncomfortable in stating numerical values of the non-zero
ele~ents of D5

,

it should suffice in Rosinger's algorithm to proceed

as follows:
a) In specifying the inquiry-pattern P

5

,

form groups that contain only

two objectives.
b) In specifying any non-zero D~ .-element of the PS-answer Ds, ask the
J.'

J

decision maker whether at the current point xt = x~ an additional
unit of the j-th objective
b1) increases his utility or
b2) decreases his utility or
b3) does not change his utility perceptibly.
Then the person in charge of the computer program sets numerical ·1alues
for example
D.s

J.,

. = 1 in case of b 1)

J

,

Ds. . = -1 in case of b2) and
J., J
D~ . = O in case of b3), provided that PS-consistency holds .
.l. I ]

In such an interactive scheme, the number of rows- in Ps and Ds will be
relatively large. Also, the number of iterations (s = 0,1, ..• ) may be
considerably larger than in

case that - which should be the rule s

more informative numerical values for the non-zero D.l., ). -elements are
given directly by the decision maker.
In summary, Rosinger's algorithm is so flexible in forming the i~quirypattern Ps and the PS-answer Ds that it can easily be adjusted to the
structure of the particular decision problem and to the preferences of
the decision maker.
6.5

Great flexibility of the decision m~ker in so1ving the step-length
probl~

''

As for the step-length problem (see section 4.2), Rosinger's algorithm
also provides the flexibility required for large-scale applications.
For the scalar-valued variable t, the interval [0,1 ] can e.g. be divided into subintervals of equal size, for example as follows:

o,

0.1, 0.2, ... ,0.9, 1.0. For each of these values oft, the corresponds
s
ing m-vector of values of the objectives at the point x~ + t (xt :': - xt)
is presented to the decision maker. All of these vectors are collected

2
in a table. One of these vectors is selected by the decision maker as
.
f or t h e next itera
.
t.ion, i.e.
.
t h e 1 oca 1 point
as xts+ 1
The decision maker most likely is already well acquainted with this
type of the procedure for sol v ing the step-length probla~ from a different context: If econometric forecasting systa~s are used as an aid in
preparing policy decisions, the decision maker usually is presented
several sets of instrument values and the resulting sets of values of
target variables ("alternatives", "scenarios").
The variable t may also be taken as a continuous variable in the interval [ 0,1 ] . . Each objective thus may be taken as a continuous function of
t; it may be presented graphically to the decision maker; then the
decision maker makes his choice, thus interactively solving the steplength problem.
7

On the application of the Rosinger algorithm

As mentioned in section 1, a research project on Rosinger's interactive
MCDM-method was initiated

at the University of Hagen in 1979. The aim

of this project was to evaluate the suitability of Rosinger's algorithm
for macroeconomic programming.
The progress of our research work may be described by distinguishing

the following four phases.
Phase 1: Verifying the theoretical requirements and conditions used in
the algorithm.
On the one hand it had to be guaranteed that those requirements of the
algorithm that are needed for its convergence and for the existence of
solutions are fulfilled in the framework of an econom'etric decision
model. On the other hand some inconsistencies in Rosinger's proof of

.the convergence had to be clarified. Especially tne proof of Le'Ilitla 5.2
in Rosinger [ 1981 ] had to be mndified.
A detailed description of the algorithm involving the mo ? ified proof
of its convergence as well as examples to illustrate the definitions
and theorems included may be found in Streuff [ 1983 ] .
Phase 2: Formation of a time-sharing computer program.
In the next phase of the research project an interactive computer program for the Rosinger algorithm had to be written.
The program was written in PL/1 using standard FORTRAN-routines for the

minimum probl~~ ( 5.8 ) , namely a quasi-Newton-method, and for the linear
programming problem ( 5.9 ) , namely a modified simplex method.
Th e program is modularl y s t ructured and may quite easily be adapted to
other decision pr o blems, e. g . using a larger econometric model.
I nput a nd output are managed via the CRT-screen only, but a detailed
documentation of eac h session is stored in a separate file.
A detailed description of t he computer program, its subroutines and
program parameters, is presented in Streuff [ 1983 ] . More information
about t h e possibilities of applying the program to other decision probl ems may also be found there.
? h ase 3: Evaluation of the computer program.
To perform applications of the Rosinger algorithm in the framework of
an econometric decision model, an econometric model of the West German
eco nomy was combined with the computer program. We ch~se the BeckmannUe be-model (BU-model; see Beckmann and Uebe [ 1970 ] ) for several reasons
the BU-model is linear in the parameters as well as in the variables
(growth rates, annual data),
t h e dynamic structure is simple: Only first order lagged endogenous
variables appear in the equations,
the BU-model has been used in former studies (see e.g. Stoppler and
Deissenberg [ 1977 1) in connection with control theoretical approaches, thus making it possible to compare both methods in a later
study.
Th e reduced form equations of the BU-model are (omittlng the disturba nce t erm) :

Th e symbols are:
Yt
wt

-

v ector of the 1 5 endogenous variables,
v eer.or Ot the 3 instrument variables,

-

vector o f the 3 data var i ables
2t
(eac h in period t ) .
A, B, C d enote the corresponding (estimated ) coefficient matrices.

2
As target variables were selected:
Y

- gross national product,

A

- number of persons employed,

PY - price index of the gross national product.
The planning horizon was set to be 1965 to 1968, i.e. four periods. The
ir.strument variables are:
G

- government expenditures,

R

- discount rate,

TY - indirect taxes.
Re placing the lagged endogenous variables y 1967 , y
, ... in (7.1)
1966
recursively, we can write:
( 7. 2)

4

Y1968 = A Y1964 +

3

t
~ A Bw1968-t +

t=O

3

=A Cz1963-t
t

.

t=O

The value of y

(that is to be optimized) thus only depends on the
1968
values of the instrument variables during the planning horizon, on the
given starting value y

and the data for z
, ... ,z
. According
1965
1968
1964
to this property of the model it makes sense to use all instrument

variables in all periods of the planning horizon as objectives, too.
Thus, there are 3 + 3 • 4 = 15 objectives in the decision problem.
The program evaluation was done on the one hand by simulating realistic
decision situations and on the other hand by testing the algorithm in
extreme situations, i.e. when the inquiry-pattern Ps

(a~d thus the pS-an~

wer Ds) contains little information. The latter happens if
the inquiry-pattern consists only of a small number of groups of
objectives,

\

the number of active objectives is small in comparison with the
number of objectives specified (i.e. if the inquiry-pattern contains
many zero-columns),

'-

the PS-answer Ds (which corresponds to a "well-specified" inquirypa ttern) contains extremely contradictory information (without being
inconsistent).
Th e results of numerous applications of the interactive computer program
combined with the 3eckmann-Uebe-model can be summarized as follows:
1. Rosinger's interactive man-machine algorithm for multiobjective
optimization is a suitable tool for macroeconomic programming - from

the theoretical point of view as well as in realistic decision

situations.
2. In realistic decision situations the speed and safety of convergence proved to be satisfying: In most cases 10 to 12

iterations

were needed to reach an/the optimal solution ("optimal" in terms of
the decision maker's preferences).
3. Problems arose in case of "extreme" situations (in the above sense):
The standard optimizing routine used for the solution of the quadratic minimization problem ( 5.8) often did not reach a minimal value
in the given (and unalterable) number of iterations. It is planned
to replace the quasi-Newton-procedure used by one with a higher spee1
of convergence.
Out look on further research
Let us finally outline the pursuit of our research work at Hagen:
Application of the Rosinger algorithm to a large econometric model
of the West German economy.
Comparison of the solutions obtained with Rosinger's algorithm and
those using control theoretical methods (e.g. Stoppler and Deissenberg [ 1 9 77 ] ) .
Imple...nenting our computer program (.combined with a given. suitable
model ) at several institutions where real (i.e. politically responsible) decision making takes place, e.g. at the Federal Reserve Bank
( " Deutsche Bundesbank") and the Federal Ministry of Economics (where
an econometric methods bank "MEBA" already is used).

\
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INTRODUCTION; TOWARDS OR j:. RVED PREFERENCES IN ECONOMETRIC DECISION

MODELS
Josef Gruber
FernUniversitat Hagen
Lehrgebiet Statistik und Okonometrie

D-5800 Hagen 1, Federal Republic of Germany
Abstract
This paper contains some of the remarks I made during the opening of
the· conference on econometric decision models at the University of
Hagen, June 19-20, 1981. Its main message is concerned with a variation of a theme by

w.

Leontief

(1971), namely: In econometric decision

models, use observed preferences of the decision maker instead of
theoretically assumed

(hypothetical, "plausible" ) preferences.

In recent developments in theory and methods, there are two main lines
along which this can roughly be accomplished:
a ) Some methods are directed towards numerically determining the parameters of the scalar-valued preference function of econometric decis i on models from data

(time series observations, cross section

observations from surveys, interviews etc.). Papers of problem area
2 deal with this line of research.
b)

Interactive methods of vector optimization avoid the necessity of
explicitly specifying a scalar-valued preference function. They are
more or less well adapted to the needs of decision makers working
with e conometric equation systems. For practical decision making,
this approach has important advantages in comparison with control
theoretical decision models in which an explicitly specified scalarvalued preference function is required. Papers 0f problem area 3
deal with this line of research.
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Econometric decision models as a tool for studying problems of
economic policy

Problems of economic policy and planning have motivated the founders
o f econometrics. In his Ragnar Frisch lecture at the Fourth World Congress of the Econometric Society at Aix-en-Provence in 1980, E. Malinvaud stated:

"The research program launched by Tinbergen, and taken

over by Lawrence Klein, has led to

~~e

current abundance of macroecono-

metric models and to the fact that these models have become the main
i~strument for studying macroeconomic policy, and this even in countries which,

p.

like France, long remained sceptical"

(Malinvaud, 1981,

1363).

Whether

(macro)econometric models are the main instrument or just one

instrument (among others) can not be of major interest here. May it
suffice to observe that input-output models and activity analysis
models ( "programming models") in general are also important tools of
economic analy~is and decision making, also or especially at levels
that are disaggregated by sectors, in time and in space. Models for the
statistical analysis of time series which are, in contrast to econometric models, not based on econom_~c -~heo:c_:y _ seEv_e a dif;~rent bu.t _al.$Q _ ____
v ery important purpose. Problem-oriented economic analysis usually
necessitates the combination of various types of models and methods.
According to the topic of this conference, we are mainly GOncerned
with the following question: How can the usefulness of econometric models as tools for decision making be increased?

'\

One way of increasing the usefulness of econometric forecasting models
is to use these models as a part of econometric decision models

(=

opti-

mi zation models): In an econometric decision model, an objective funct i on (or functional)

is optimized subject to constraints derived from

(among other components) an econometric equation system.
During this conference, mainly two t ypes of econometric decision models
·11ere dealt with:

1. the econometric decision model with an explicitly specified scalarvalued preference function and
2. the econometric decision model in which no scalar-valued preference

- 3 -
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function is specified explicitly. Instead, in an interactive algorithm for vector optimization, the decision maker communicates with
the computer. He supplies in each iteration pieces of information
on his local preferences. An optimal solution of the decision problem is reached in a finite number of iterations. Let me briefly
call this type of model "econometric vector optimization model".
Let me make a few remarks on these two types of econometric decision
models.
2

Econometric decision modeJswith an explicitlv specified scalar-valued
oreference function

The particular version of this type of model which is most often used,
especially for deriving optimal stabilization policies, is the li~earauadratic model: The explicitly specified preference function to be optLuized is quadratic in the target and instrument variables, and the
constraints are linear . in these variables. This type of model is also
known as the control theoretical (econometric) decision model.
Optimization models of this type were explained in detail and in the
terminology familiar to economists first of all .in the textbooks by
Theil, 1964, and by Fox, Sengupta and Thorbecke, 1966. Especially in
the latter book, this type of decision model was integrated into the
theory of quantitative economic policy. It also contains a chapter on
control theory. ~ortunately, as a graduate student I had the opportunity to attend the seminar series on quantitative economic policy at
Iowa State University - probably the first advanced course of this type
in the USA - in the academic year 1962 / 63,when Karl A. Fox, Jati K. Sengupta und Erik Thorbecke began to develop a set of lecture notes which
finally resulted in the textbook published in 1966 (s~cond edition 1973).
If the econometric decision model contains dynamic restrictions ( i.e.
a dynamic econometric equation system), th~ _economic policy model becomes very similar to the optimal control model: The solutions of both
models define an optimal time path of the state vector. Therefore,
additional insight into the properties of optima~ economic policies may
be gained when these are interpreted in terms of optimal control
theory.
However, it cannot be denied that models and methods from optL~al control are not yet sufficiently adapted to the peculiarities of quantitative economic policy. For example, in economic policy it does matter

- 1 -
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whether the target variable "number of unemployed persons" is larger
or smaller than a given desired value; but in controlling a chemical
production process, a positive deviation from a desired value of a target variable may be as disadvantageous as a negative deviation.
Also, after an exogenous

disturbance the decrease of oscillatory move-

ments of target and control variables to a tolerable size in (say)

20 periods may be acceptable to the decision maker in the chemical
production process, where the length of the observation period may e.g.
be one second. But such oscillatory movements of target and instrument
variables may be completely unacceptable to the economic policy maker
who e.g. has to work with quarterly data.
An .impressive amount of research has resulted in a better adaptation
of ~odels of opt~~al control to the needs of quantitative economic poli ·
c y , but often at the expence of disadvantages with respect to other
properties. For example, the replacement of the quadratic criterion
function by a piecewise quadratic function permits the decision maker
to "weight" positive deviations of an instrument variable from the
corresponding desired value different

than negative deviations. But

this advantage of the piecewise quadratic preference function cannot
be gained without

loss of the first-period certainty equivalence

result (see e.g. Friedman, 1972, 1975).
For recent reviews of control theory in economics see, e.g. , Pau,
1979, and Szega, 1982. With its applicability are especially concerned e.g. Johansen, 1979, and Shupp, 1979. See also several papers
in this proceedings volwne, section "problem area 1".
A major (perhaps the major) problem in constr..icting

an econometric de-

cision model with an explicitly specified scalar-valued preference
function is the development of this preference functi~n. Some research
on solving this problem has been done (see e.g. J0hansen, 1974, and
Frisch, 1981). But most practitioners today still work, it seems to me,
'

I, -

like I did in 1965 - 1967 in a pilot study on market stabilization (see
Gr u ber , 1 9 6 7 ) :
- A quadratic objective function is chosen (mainly because it is easy
to handle; it leads to linear decision rules in the case of linear
e quality constraints);
- trend values of target and instrument variables are taken as desired
v alues (e.g. values free of cyclical fluctuations);
- the weighting matrices ("penalty matrices") are assumed to be diagonal (as a rule, only then there is a chance of getting these matrices ,

- 5 easily filled with "plausible" numerical values); and all diagonal
ele.n1ents of these matrices are assigned the same "hypothetical"
values (because this is easiest to carry out) or the diagonal elements are derived from "plausible" equivalent deviations of target
and instrument variables.
To sum up, the decision maker is not involved in the process of specifying the scalar-valued preference function explicitly. Theoret~cally
assumed pref er enc es are chosen by the analyst whereas obser-,,1e.d pref erences of the decision maker should be taken. Therefore, it is not surprisin~
that studies of this type are mainly academic exercises done at universities. They are often called "pilot studies" and are only seldomly
followed by "serious"

(large-scale) applications.

As far as the places a.:-e concerned, where such studies are done (university institutes), this essentially holds true for West Germany, Austria
and the German-speaking part of Switzerland, according to a survey
carried out by myself in 1980 (see Gruber, 1982).
The main goal of this survey was to find out where computer programs
for handling the following five types of econometric decision models
were already available - or were developed:
a) econometric forecasting models (excluding model construction),
b) fixed target models~
c) generalized fixed target models,
d) decision models with an explicitly specified scalar-valued preference function,
e) models and interactive methods for vector optimization.
Of 89 questionnaires mailed, 61 were returned. Com~uter programs for
handling models of typed) were used at 11 , places, 9 of which are university institutes and 2 of which are "large" economic research institutes in Eerlin and Munich.

(Only one computer program was deve-

loped for type e) models; see the last paper of ~this proceedings vol~~e.

This state of affairs is unsatisfactory.

So

far, there has been no

easily applicable method for explicitly specifying the scalar-valued
preference function of econometric decision models. A look at textbooks
reveals that the choice and the speci£ication of the preference function

19i5, spends
paragraphs totalling only a few pages on this problem, and this in a
u sually is treated only very curso rily. For example, Chow,

3
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book consisting of 316 pages.

(Similar statements hold true for Kuh-

bier, 1981, and for Gruber and Leserer, 1982.)
New approaches for explicitly specifying the scalar-valued preference
function of econometric decision models are presented in papers collected under the heading "problem area 2"

(see table of contents of this

volume).
In spite of some probla~s connected with the application

of econome-

tric decision models that contain an explicitly specified preference
function,

the advantages of these models should not be forgotten. They

are, for example, rather well suited for simulation studies: What is,
ceteris paribus, the effect of a change in the model on the optimal
policy? Also, they make available to economics numerous theories and
methods from the large field of optimal control.
3

Econometric vector ootimization models interacti 1e procedures and
1

observed preferences of decision makers
The advantages just mentioned are, by and large, not available if an
econometric decision model is solved without at first specifying explicitly a scalar-valued preference function. In this econometric vector
optimization model there is no explicitly specified scalar-valued preference function. Instead, the preference structure of the decision
maker is revealed by an interactive question-answer procedure. Herein,
reduced form equations are used as objective functions. For example,
the reduced form equation explaining the number of unemployed persons
ma y be such an objective function. Therefore, in the econometric vector
optimization model there is no need for incorporating observed or hypothetical information about the type of the scalar-val~ed preference
f u nction and the numerical values of the paramete~s of this function.
This is an advantage in applications. The vector optimization model is
solved iteratively and interactively.
There are several algorithms for interactively solving the vector optimization model. These algorithms differ considerably in their properties (e.g. in the amount and quality of information to be supplied by
che decision maker). Practically all algorithms used in connection with
econometric models are dealt with or are at least referred to in this
volume under the heading "problem area 3".
As

in all interactive vector optimization procedures the optimality

of the solution is directly determined by the decision maker, · the optimum is "subjective". The decision maker may change his preferences

3

from one solution session to the next (e.g. because of learning about
the feasible solutions available to him). Therefore, the econometric
vector optimization model is not as well suited for simulation studies
as the decision model with an explicitly specified scalar-valued prefer ence function.
In several interactive vector optimization procedures, a feasible combination of instrument and target variables ("local point", "alternative", "scenario", "menue") is presented to the decision maker for
evaluation. He then makes his choice. In this respect vector optimization is similar to decision making on the basis of econometric forecasting systems

(without any preference function). This property of

interactive vector optimization algorithms enhances the likelihood
that they are used almost as frequently as econometric forecasting
models.
The '' scenario-technique"

is also an important part of methods for

estab l ishing explicitly specified scalar-valued preference functions

.

(see e.g. the paper by Merkies and Nijman in this volume for the most
recent developments, and Johansen, 1974, and Frisch, 1981, for earlier
literature).
In summary, interactive methods of vector optimization are in certain
respects not new to the decision maker working with econometric equation systems. They are more or less well adapted to his needs. They
do not tempt the econometric analyst to use theoretically assumed preferences instead of observed preferences of the decision maker. Therefore, they are important tools of analysis. But they are not the only
methods available to the econometrician for improved decision making.
4

Three major problem areas discussed

'

As shown in the table of contents of this ~Qlwne, the papers are grouped according to three problem areas. Within each problem area, the papers are arranged in the same order they were presen_ted during the conference.
Problem area 1 comprises papers on a whole range of problems and recent
developments in the theory and in applications of econometric decision
. models, except those topics that are dealt with in problem areas 2 and

J. Seven of the twelve papers in this section have been authored by
econometricians from West Germany. Therefore, the reader may find in

--

\J

3

this section a rather good account of the present state of research in
econometric decision models in West Germany.
I would like to draw the reader's attention also to the paper by
E.O. Heady et al., in which a recursive adaptive hybrid decision model
is formulated. This dynamic model of the agricultural/rural sector of
the US economy integrates a programming model and an econometric model.
The programming model generates information on the spatial pattern of
supply of products, resource use and technical structure; and the econometric equation system models market structure, prices etc. This
hybrid model is the result of more than two decades of continuous research effort. It is used to study policy alternatives. It is probably
one of the largest econometric decision models ever constructed, published and actually used. Very detailed information derived from observations is taken as an input (instead of theoretical assumptions
about nonobserved facts). Phrased in the words of

w.

Leontief

(1971,

p. 5), the econometric decision model by E.O. Heady et al. is probably
an exceptional example of a healthy balance between theoretical and
empirical analysis in economics which also utilizes information from
neighbouring disciplines. It should be rather close to the high aspiration levels set by Leontief and others for economic research.

The three papers in probla~ area 2 _deal with methods for obtaining the
weights (penalties) and desired values of target and instrument variables in the scalar-valued preference function of econometric decision
models.

The three papers in problem area 3 are concerned with interactive methods for solving the vector optimization model.

'\

Abstracts/summaries on the first page of each paper . facilitate the
reader's quick orientation.
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